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Dear Radio Friend, 
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DRAHTWORT KURZWELLENS ENDER RUF 
ORTSVERKEHR 936951 FERNVERKEHR 936711 
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26. Jan. 1939 

IN DER ANTWORT ANZUGEBEN 

We have pleasure in sending you enclosed 
a verification on your reception of our Station DJN which 
you received on Novemberll. 

Thanking you for the interest which you 
take in our broadcasts, we remain, with all best wishes, 

Very truly yours, 

Reichs-Rundfunk-G.m.b.H. 
Deut' cher Kurzwellensender 

encl. 
Veri 
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ALLE ZUSCHRIFTEN SIND AUSSCHLIESSLICH AN DIE ANSCHRIFT UNSERER GESELLSCHAFT UND NICHT AN EINZELPERSONEN ZU RICHTEN 



Germany Calling

via the D. J. Shortwave Stations



Haus des Rundtunks (Broadcasting House), Berlin

Dear Radio Friend:
We are much2obl93ed for your communi-

cation of . QV.. .. reporting rece tiq
of broadcast from our station on_ OV...LL )i
The data given by you have been checked by
our log and we take pleasure in verifying that
what you then heard was from tt4 program of
our shortwave transmitter on

We should appreciate any further reports
on the receiving conditions in your district, as
well as any suggestions or criticism which you
may care to make with regard to the program.
It helps us in our work, and it is pleasant to keep
in touch in this way with our overseas audience.

We would also appreciate if you would in-
vite your friends to listen in to our program. Full
details about our transmissions as well as printed
monthly program schedules are available for all
zones upon request and are sent free of charge.

We hope that you will continue to tune in
to our station for many more hours of pleasant
entertainment and we remain with best wishes
for further successful logging,

Yours very truly,
Deutscher Kurzwellensender.

Mr. Kermit Geary
RFD 'YID . 2

WAINUTPORT,Va. ,

USA


